SMEX 8 & 9 Downselect Evaluation Flow

Selection by Associate Administrator @ HQ

Concept Study Kickoff @ UMd

Receipt of Concept Studies

Evaluation Kickoff @ LaRC

TMC Initial Plenary @ LaRC

TMC Final Plenary @ LaRC

Site Visits

Debriefings

TBD

TBD

Other Factors Plenary @ LaRC

5/1/01

12/18/01

2/11/02

4/8/02 - 5/24/02

5/28/02

TBD

TBD

Science Briefing To AA & Board By PI’s

6/26/02

Selection By AA & Board

6/28/02

Brief Associate Administrator & Board @ HQ

6/25/02

Prepare HQ Briefing

6/5/02 Version